Customer Spotlight

As Vivid as Nature

I’ve tested a lot of different materials.
ChromaLuxe is the only product that I would
use, that I would put my work on, and affiliate
myself with, because it’s that top-quality.
I can be confident about that.
Mary Ahern, Mixed Media Artist
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Artist Mary Ahern is known for creating vivid oil paintings and mixed media art
that brings the vibrant nature of gardens onto the canvas. What makes her
vision really unique, is that she then takes her art and reincorporates it back
into the garden, creating a harmonious blend of art and nature.

To achieve this outdoor art garden, Mary needed
prints that could withstand the elements and
still look great. She sent out her files to multiple
printers around the country looking for panels
that would have the longevity to realize her
vision. With the extreme seasons of snow in the
winter and 90-degree weather in the summer,
she would see many of the panels quickly
buckle when left outdoors. “I kept trying and
nothing was working, and then ChromaLuxe
came along,” Mary recalled. She ordered her
first ChromaLuxe panels from the print lab
Aluminyze, installed them in her garden, and
observed their durability for two years, to make
sure they could stand the test of time. When the
ChromaLuxe metal panels stayed vibrant against
the elements, blowing away the competition,
she was confident to start selling them.

Mary shows her work at art festivals in the
New York area, and takes commissions for
her oil paintings and her garden installations.
Thanks to ChromaLuxe panels, she was able
to confidently install her art outdoors without
worrying about premature fading or buckling.
Her creative gardens stay in bloom year-round,
the vibrant bold color of the prints rivaling the
nature surrounding them.
Find out more about ChromaLuxe EXT outdoor
panels. [Read More]
Connect with Mary Ahern to commission artwork.
[Visit Website]
Find a local lab to order ChromaLuxe prints.
[Visit Website]

